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Using a copy of the FCAT Mathematics Reference Sheet, write the formula that you would
use to find the volume of the indicated solids and identify each of the variables.

Solid Volume Formula Variables

1. Rectangular Prism

2. Right Circular Cylinder

3. Right Square Pyramid

4. Right Circular Cone

5. Sphere

Use the formulas listed above to find the volume of the indicated solids. Make sure you a)
identify the value of each variable and b) use the information in a) to find the volume. (In the
third column, you must write the formula, substitute each variable, and simplify to get the
answer.)

Question Indicate the value of each
variable.
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Substitute V;:= IT 0 ({)...
Simplify V:::.. TT (Lf'1' (trL)

V c. s& <6' IT j'Y)3

Formula V -::. -i'lf r3 _
Substitute V = i-J!8 1f (c, 5)
Simplify V ::::;_ Lf/3 rr (:21 fR )

Answer V::- a f? fS~ d

Formula

Formula

Find the volume
(Leave answer in terms of rr)

V=:ftJ,

r:::- ~ Formula

~~/'S Substitute

Simplify

Answer

j~~ LU::-8 Formula

A~3 Substitute
(- Simplify

Answer
8em

10.

Answer



Question Indicate the value of each
variable.

11. a) Identify the two solids that

~ ~

• - •0/ make up ~he solid. 'J
- W~ LJ<L t:. e. I H.J lr'

I z: 5 m Hint: Use the Py agorean
~ .•. b •. ?••tl ---ftm-- Theorem to find the missing

~ ~.~. value.
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Answer

V~..L 'A rrr~\ -I- .J rr,.~
Formula Ol. S )..;;J
Substitute V:=:. :soW(5)3.... t 11(;;2 1;2)

Simplify V==- ~ + 100 'Jr
Answer if =- S.sv7r' .ang

.3

a) Identify the two solids that

h make up the stid.em isbh.erf- C!i>..J-
Hint: ttlse the Pythagorean
Theorem to find the missing
value.

12.

a) Identify the two solids that V-:r -.z- J I ~ 11~
make up the solid. \ Formula - 1.1... r..,fJ 'T'" .~ t \

hem(sph~/~ y LjilN~~UbstituteV;::1f(~~)(q) + j::n-[6:3j
r.:::: (p ~} Simplify V'= 3t)1f 'f( t- I if 4 rr

~ -= q rJ-. Answer if =- if ~<?11 ti_3_

13.

Find the indicated volume in each problem.
j 14. A silo is in the shape of a cylinder with a hemisphere (half of a sphere) on top. The
U.:::\1l> diameter of the silo is 18 feet. The height of the cylindrical part is 50 feet. What is the
'(rCf volume of the entire silo? Show all work!! Use TT:=:;3.14. © ,\ LJ.~~ ('5 )I.f \Q V:::.trr">--,j, +--%'1Tr-3 3 ? /fOSO(3;ilf.j ~ , :;

y----\\$l> z: Tf'(q2)r~,,)+- %- rr (q)J L/ :,- '3~ '" e,,} 'I

~ == JfoSD ~ +- '4~"7Y' ~ ,,-!- /l L} 3404
15. Elmo bought a new fish tank for his pet fish, Dorothy. The tank is a rectangular prism that

measures 30 in by 12 in by 18 in. Elmo leaves 2 inches on the top without water. If a
gallon is equivalent to 231 cubic inches, approximately how many gallons of water does
Dorothy have to swim in? Show all work!! ©
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